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ALBERTO DI GENNARO
Alberto is an arabist, author, researcher and photographer based in Lugano,
Switzerland, specialist on the Middle East/Islamic countries and Islam.
For about thirty years, he has reported by his articles, books, photo reportages
and his publications (Arab Finance-Shirkah-Islamic Banking and Finance,
Alim-The Shari’ah Scholar’s Journal) on the Middle Eastern financial world, its
cultural traditions and on Islam, from Morocco to Pakistan .
Alberto traveled during all these years to Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya,
Egypt, Sudan, Lebanon, Syria, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, U.A.E,
Oman, Yemen, Turkey, Pakistan.
Alberto, by his photographic and editorial works wish to show, tell and let the
public know the true face of the Islamic world, a world mostly misunderstood
that with its spirituality, art, culture, traditions, lifestyle and places fascinated
and culturally enriched in the time the Western world.
One of his aims is to capture heritage, traditions, people, places that are swiftly
vanishing.
Beyond sounding the alarm, Alberto also shows a Muslim world in change,
overtaken by modernity, but increasingly anxious to preserve its values.
As expert and consultant on Islamic finance and Middle East countries, his
articles have been published in the past years on the most important Italian
financial newspapers as Corriere della Sera–Corriere Economia, Il Sole 24 Ore,
Borsa e Finanza, Finanza e Mercati, MF , Milano Finanza, Gente Money, etc.
Alberto appeared in the past years on Bloomberg Television from Milan and
London as expert on Middle East affairs.
Actually, Alberto is working on a his book on the Waqf as well as on a new
website focused on Middle East facts and people.

